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Abstract Cloud manufacturing (CMfg) provides new opportunities toward the
servitization, and embeds a set of functional features to enhance the collaboration among various service providers and their resources. The main target is to
compose dedicated manufacturing cloud, by encompassing a set of cloud services, to manufacture a requested service. CMfg is a recent concept, but already
widely spread in the academic and industrial researches in China. The paper
firstly focuses on the manufacturing environment background to understand its
purpose. Thus as an introduction, the concept of CMfg is discussed. Finally, we
present a method based on intuitionistic fuzzy set for the similarity evaluation
between cloud services and service clusters. The objective is to match the best
service cluster to provide composite resource services as cloud service candidates. Our method is ABC (Artificial Bee Colony) optimized, and its performance are discussed through experiments.
Keywords. Cloud manufacturing (CMfg), Service cluster, Cloud service, Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS), Artificial bee colony (ABC)

1 Background
Modern manufacturing industries are facing a major change in their organization,
conducted by an unpredictable competition on a worldwide scale [1], the emergence
of new information technologies, and cloud technology. Indeed, IoT (Internet of
Things) / IoS (Internet of Services), Future Internet, Cloud computing and Virtualization techniques offers many new possibilities to remodel the manufacturing environment significantly. Meanwhile, during the past two decades, many advanced manufacturing models and technologies have been proposed in order to realize the aim of
TQCSEFK (i.e. faster time-to-market, higher quality, lower cost, better service, better
environment, greater flexibility, and higher knowledge) for manufacturing enterprises.
Typical examples include computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), lean manufacturing (LM), digital manufacturing, agile manufacturing (AM), networked manufacturing (NM), virtual manufacturing (VM), application service provider (ASP), collaborative manufacturing network, industrial product-service system (IPS), manufacturing grid (MGrid), crowd sourcing and supply chain [2]. But the modern manufactur-
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ing faces
fa
new challlenges, especcially toward the
t survival off the SMEs (SSmall-Medium
m
Enterrprise).
1.1 The
T servitizattion and the n
needs of innov
vation
Serviitization is a change proceess where maanufacturing companies
c
em
mbrace service
orienntation and/or develop moree and better seervices, with th
he aim to satissfy customer’s
needss, achieve com
mpetitive advvantages and enhance firm
m performancee [3]. The serrvitizaation tends to a high numbber of implied resource serv
vice providerss collaborating
g
and inter-connecte
i
ed for the valuue creation. According
A
to [4], 58% of U
US manufacturrers had
h servitized in 2007 and lless than 20% of Chinese manufacturers
m
had servitized
d
in 20011. For actual major industtries, servitizaation is a valuaable source off expendituress.
For instance,
i
serv
vices represennted the main part of IBM
M capital expeenditures since
20100 [5].
T goal of seervitization is to create a prroduct-servicee shift. It impplied a circulaar
The
This relationnship improves
relatiionship wheree products creeate service opportunities.
o
businness opportun
nities and alsoo has a fundam
mental impact on the prodduct leading to
o
transformation and
d innovation. IIt becomes a major
m
change agent and driiver of producct
innovvation. In a world
w
of comppetition and global
g
market,, the innovatiion is the con
nstrainnt driver for ex
xpending its bbusiness, and maintaining itts impact. Thee innovation is
extennded by the in
nterplay of vaarious service providers and demanders in a high colllaborrative level en
nvironment wiithin many tim
me zones, disttances, or enteerprise organiizations. The need of intermediiary core platform among the service pr
providers, theiir
relateed service cen
nters and dem
mander, to maanage and orcchestrate the ooperations is a
key for
f innovation
n. In our dayss, from a busiiness perspecttive, manufaccturing compaanies sense that th
he core compeetitiveness off their producct gravitates aaround all the
service package offered
o
as addditional servicces (e.g. mach
hinery mainteenance, human
n
resouurces training)) (Fig. 1.).

Fig. 1. Service pro
ovider / Custom
mer relationsh
hip on a servittization scale
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1.2 High-performance and precision equipment
In a world of competition with a wide range of offers, a service demander may give
priority to the “best of breed”. This phenomenon necessarily stimulates the enterprises
to invest in better equipment and manufacturing resources, to enhance the service or
product quality. Such investment can be unreachable for SMEs, especially with a
large number of machineries and resources implied. As a result, collaboration between SMEs becomes an undeniable fact for their survival and expansion. On another
hand, enterprises willing to invest might face under utilization of high-performance
and precision equipment. From a business view, an interesting fact will be to offer the
use of these equipments on demand, enabling a full sharing and open new business
opportunities.

1.3 Enhance the QoS (Quality of Service), with interoperability, collaboration
and standardization
As mentioned above, collaboration appears to be one of the main factors to succeed in
modern manufacturing. Along the collaboration setups, come the interoperability and
standardization challenges. The required manufacturing resource is transmitted among
the enterprises, which employs different standardization strategies [6]. Considering a
third-party platform, the core service has to insure the interoperability and standardization coverage of the shared resources among the service providers. The objective is
to enhance the quality of the requested service, by evolving the best resources and
equipments, while maximizing the collaboration between the service providers and
their occupancy.
1.4 The emergence of Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a concept consisting to dispatch computer programs to distant
servers rather than local server or customer computer. The users are not anymore the
host or the manager of the computer services, but can access from anywhere to online
services without the need of managing the infrastructure model, often very complex.
Cloud computing is changing the way industries and enterprises do their businesses in
the meaning that dynamically scalable and virtualized resources are provided as a
service over the Internet. Enterprises currently employ Cloud services in order to
improve the scalability of their services and to deal with resource demands [7]. The
concept of Cloud computing can be extended to the manufacturing field, providing
on-demand service from remote resource service providers. Cloud computing mainly
emerged to satisfy the needs of long time follow-up and service quality [8].
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2 Clloud Manu
ufacturing
Clouud Manufacturring (CMfg) service-orientted manufactu
uring model iis been devellopedd in order to satisfy
s
the new
w paradigms and orientatio
on of the mannufacturing in
ndustrries and markeet globalizatioon. CMfg com
mbines around a service-orieented architeccture, new technolo
ogies and theeory conceptss [9]. CMfg realize
r
the fulll sharing and
d
circuulation, high utilization,
u
andd on-demand use of variou
us manufactur
uring resources
and capabilities
c
by
y providing ssafe and reliable, high quaality, cheap annd on-demand
d
used manufacturin
ng services forr the whole liffecycle of man
nufacturing [22].

Fig. 2.
2 CMfg conccept model
Thhe figure 2 preesents the conncept model of
o CMfg, based on resourcee service transsaction. From the virtualization
v
perspective, the
t physical service
s
resourc
rces from variious service
s
provid
ders are class ified and chaaracterized, to enable their encapsulation
n
into service clusteers. The servicce clusters aree monitored and
a governed within one or
o
severral service ceenters. Thus, tthrough a com
mposition and
d evaluation pprocess by an
n
agentt broker; heree denoted as Cloud Platforrm, the system
m is able to build a set of
o
cloudd services to fulfill the fuunctional and
d non-function
nal demanderr’s service reequireements. The fo
our main param
meters are deffined as follow
w:
( Resource Services enccompass a laarge set of resources, e.gg. material ree(a)
sources, human resouurces, computtational resources, equipme
ment resourcess;
which can
n interplay in collaboration to build existting and new sservices.
( Service Clusters
(b)
C
gatherr the logical resource
r
accorrding to their functional paarameters but also their non-function
nal QoS param
meters, within preset rangess.
Logical reesources are th
the result of reesource virtualization, transsforming physsical resou
urces into logiical. Service clusters
c
embed
d a set of dataa associated to
o
the functiional definitioon of the reso
ources and non
n-functional pparameters deenoted as QoSs,
Q
e.g. co st, reliability, and flexibilitty. QoS param
meters are pro
o-
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vided by the related seervice provideer to the resou
urce services,, recorded and
d
monitored
d from previouus service opeerations.
( Service centers
(c)
c
are re sponsible for the governan
nce of the seervice clusterss,
and the agent
a
services gravitating th
hrough the architecture layyers to provide
and sharee the needed innformation alo
ong the service processing.
( Cloud serrvices are the representatio
(d)
on on the clou
ud layer of thee service tasks
to perform
m. A service to provide is a chain of several Cloud sservices which
h
can be thee combinationn of several models
m
(e.g. seequential, parrallel, selective
and cyclee). A cloud serrvice can be fulfilled
fu
by a single resourcee service with
hin the saame functionaal properties and non-funcctional QoSs minimum reequiremen
nts.

3 Similarity ev
valuation beetween elig
gible service clusters aand cloud
servvices based on Intuitioonistic Fuzzzy Set (IFS)
3.1 Problem
P
stateement
Onne of the maiin features of CMfg is to enable
e
the inteerplay of seveeral composite
resouurce services through
t
a clouud service asssociation, to model
m
a new m
manufacturing
g
service. Thus, thee driven consiideration is to
o set up an evaluation
e
andd composition
n
strateegy concernin
ng the cloud service candidates. Cloud service candiidates are fullfilledd by composite resources enncompassed in
n service clustters with the ssame function
nal chharacteristics and non-funcctional QoSs satisfying thee service dem
mander’s miniimum
m requirementss. The compoosition processs can be very exhaustive inn term of com
mputattional time forr cloud servicee chains invollving a high number
n
of resoource servicess.
Thereefore, the prob
blematic is to compose the best selection
n of resource sservices, with
hout browsing
b
all th
he possible sollutions.
Thhe advantage of a CMfg orrganization is to enable the resource virttualization and
d
encappsulation into
o service clussters. Taking in account th
his specificityy, an efficien
nt
approoach is to pre--select eligibl e service clussters to provid
de the best ressource services
must be envisaged
d.

Fig. 3.
3 Welding resources appliccation domain
n model
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Too launch the composition
c
aand evaluation
n process, the CMfg system
m has to match
h
the service
s
clusterrs which can provide the right
r
composite resource sservice. Along
g
with the compositiion process, w
we have to keep in mind th
he diversity off Mfg resource
services and their possible scalaability toward
d several inputts and outputss, which migh
ht
compplicate the nottion of candiddate selection for a given cloud service. IIndeed, a man
nufactturing machin
ne is designedd and optimizeed for a set off given inputss to generate a
set off outputs, but can often mannufacture serv
vices out of th
hese bounds (FFig. 3.). How
wever this process is
i not recomm
mended since the machine is not optimizzed out of the
bounnds, and needss probably new
w calibrationss and mainten
nance operatioons. Thereforee,
the membership
m
deefinition of a manufacturing resource to a given set off inputs generratingg related outpu
uts remains veery fuzzy and
d cannot be ex
xpressed in fuull logical con
nsiderration.
Inn this paper, we
w propose a m
method based on IFS (intuiitionistic fuzzy
zy sets) to anaalyze the similarity degree betweeen a requesteed set of cloud
d services andd the available
service clusters, within
w
the samee application domain (e.g. power
p
supplyy, journal bearring) with
w optimizeed computatioonal time, with
hout going through all the possible solu
utions. The objectiv
ve of our metthod is to seleect for each clloud service tthe best match
h
amonng the service clusters. To iillustrate the problematic,
p
we
w model the w
whole compo
ositionn process (Fig
g. 4.).
Inn the frame off manufacturiing, the simillarity evaluatiion between ccloud services
and service
s
clusterrs enable to ovverview the in
nput and outpu
uts, to insure tthe correlation
n
amonng them, for an optimal servvice clusters selection.
s

Fig. 4.
4 The whole cloud service composition BPMN repressentation
The similarity
s
evaaluation can allso be extendeed, for the con
nsideration off interoperabillity (ee.g. standards)), and the non--functional Qo
oSs requiremeents (e.g. reliaability).
3.2 In
ntroduction to
t IFS
Fuzzy set theory was introduceed by L.A. Zadeh
Z
[10], by
y extension too set theoriess,
wherre a given elem
ment is not any
nymore characcterized by a binary
b
(0 or 1)) assessment to
o
definne its membership or not to a given set, but
b by a gradu
ual assessmennt. The graduaal
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assessment is the result of a membership function in the interval [0, 1] to characterize
the strength of its membership to this set. The fuzzy set theory can be used in a wide
range of domains in which information is incomplete or imprecise [11].
Let
, ,…, ,…
be a fixed set of cardinality n. A fuzzy set A is expressed as:
〉| ∈

〈 ,

(1)

where : → 0,1 is the membership function of A and
∈ 0,1 is the
membership of ∈ in A.
The notion of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (IFS) was introduced as generalization of
the notion of fuzzy set [12].
, ,…, ,…
be a fixed set of cardinality n. An IFS A is expressed
Let
as:
〈 ,

〉| ∈

,

(2)

where respectively : → 0,1 and : → 0,1 are the membership degree and
∈ 0,1 is the membership degree of ∈
the non-membership degree of A, as
∈ 0,1 is the non-membership degree of ∈ in A.
in A and
the degree of indeterminacy [13] of to A, deterNaturally is introduced
mined as:
1

(3)

0, for all ∈ , then the IFS A is reduced to a fuzzy set, else
If
thus an indeterminacy occurs for the element .
The similarity between two IFSs A and B is defines as [14]:
,
with

,

1

|

|

|

|

0,

(4)

2

→ 0,1 expressing the similarity degree.

3.3 Environment Definition
A

service to manufacture S is a set of cloud services as
,
,…,
,…
. Then, let’s consider
,
,…, ,…
, the
set of input relative to the cloud service
, where
1,2, … , and
1,2, … , ,
with , ∈ . As well,
,
,…,
,…
is the set of output
relative to
, with
1,2, … , and ∈ . Both input and output can globalize
functional and non-functional parameters. The proposed approach is then, fully customizable and scalable to any type of cloud services.
is introduced to characterize the degree of membership of the
Thus, an IFS
within
based on eq.(2).
elements from the set
〈 ,

,

〉| ∈

(5.a)

And a second IFS to characterize the membership of the elements from the set
to
.
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〈 ,

〉| ∈

,

(5.b)

The objective is to evaluate the similarity for each element between a given
and a set of service cluster eligible, within the same domain (e.g. power supply, journal bearing).
Therefore, we consider
,
,…,
,…
the set of service clusters
associated to the same domain than
. The two IFSs to characterize the elements x
and
within a given
are defined as:
membership from the two sets
〈 ,

〉| ∈

,

(6.a)

and
〈 ,

〉| ∈

,

(6.b)

3.4 Membership, Non-membership and Indeterminacy functions generation
The membership functions
and the non-membership
,
,
can be obtained through different methods; e.g. consult specialists, use predefined membership functions, sort of the membership functions automatically [15]. In our case they will express the degree of optimization and ownership of a given set of inputs or outputs to a given manufacturing resources. The advantage is to define the domain of capabilities and optimization for the whole set of
service cluster candidate according to the cloud service definition.
However, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the intervention of several spe. That’s why we setup the
cialists to evaluate the membership of an element ∈
following matrix for membership and non-membership function generation process
for a given
and the set of input
and the set of output
as:

.

,

,

,

,

.

,

.

.

,

.
,

where
ment

(7.a)

,

.

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

,
,

.

,

.
,

,
,

.

,

.

(7.b)

,

is the number of positive evaluation for the membership of the elein the IFS
associated to the service cluster
,
, the number
,
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of negative evaluation (non-membership), and
, the number of indeterminacy;
e.g. specialist who did not evaluate the parameter membership of .
,
and
,
Therefore we can setup the functions
∀ ∈

. Let’s consider the case

1,2, … , :

, with

(8.a)

,
,

,

,

(8.b)

,
,

,

,

and
,
,

,

,

(8.c)

1
,

By analogy, we setup the functions
.
3.5 Similarity evaluation between

and

using

and

We propose the following framework (Fig. 5.) to illustrate the similarity evaluation
and
. For the sake of readability, we only consider
process between a given
. Our approach is to evaluate the similarity separately (heuristic approach)
the set
,
and
,
respectively the
between all the elements from
in
, and
set of membership and non-membership functions from the elements
in
.
the set of membership and non-membership functions from the elements
Thus, the similarity evaluation for the element is defined using eq.(4) as:
,
1

(9)
2

Finally, the overall similarity between the IFS
and computed as:

and

is linearized

,
with
∑

the weight associated to the importance of the element
1.

(10)
as

∈

and
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Fig. 5.
5 Similarity evaluation Frramework bettween Cloud service and SService clusteer
candiidate based on
n IFS

4 Coomputation
nal Experim
ments
4.1 Introduction to
t Artificial B
Bee Colony (ABC)
(
optimiization for sim
milarity evalluatioon
Ouur first objectiive is to reducce the computtational time for
f the similarrity evaluation
n,
and find
f
the servicce cluster withh the highest service clusteer for each clooud service of
o
the N cloud servicce chain. How
wever, we deliberately avoiid a full heuriistic similarity
y
evaluuation. Instead
d our approachh evaluates th
he whole chain
n of service cclusters, allow
wing the
t integration
n of additionnal features (e.g. correlatio
on analysis aamong service
clusteers). To realize this objecttive, we com
mpute our metthod through Artificial Bee
Colony (ABC) opttimization.
Foor the best und
derstanding, w
we only introd
duce the featu
ures of ABC, w
where a modiificatiion is needed to fit to our siimilarity evalu
uation between service clussters and cloud
d
services.
A
ABC
is one off the most reccently introduced swarm-baased algorithm
ms, which preesent higher perforrmances than ES (Evolutio
on Strategies), GA (Genetiic Algorithm)),
DE (D
Differential Evolution
E
Algoorithm) and PSO (Particle Swarm
S
Optimi
mization) [16].
A
ABC
route exeecution is insppired by the beehavior of hon
neybee swarm
m. The populaation of
o bees is diviided into threee categories:
(a) Emplo
oyed Bees, whho search for food
f
sources and
a evaluate ttheir nectar, in
n
order to share their information in
i the hive witth onlooker beees.
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(b) Onlooker Bees, who position themselves on food sources presenting
higher nectar amount.
(c) Scout Bees, who search to discover new food sources area.
The route of the algorithm is defined as [17]:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Initialization; set cycle
Repeat
Place the employed bees on their food sources
Place the onlooker bees on the food sources depending on
their nectar amount
Send the scouts to search new areas for new food sources
Memorize the best food source found so far
Until cycle=0

Here the food source represents the possible solution, which in our case is an eligible service cluster, and the nectar amount the fitness, which is related to the similarity
of the service cluster to a given cloud service.
assoAn onlooker bee selects its food source according to the probability value
ciated with that food source as:

∑
with
the population number equal to the number of possibilities, and
ness value of the solution i. In our case:

(11)
the fit-

(12)
∀

∈ 1,

;

(13)

.
, ∀ ∈ 1,
and ∀ ∈ 1,
Thus, the objective is to minimize
In ABC, as the search approaches the optimal solution in the given population of
service clusters, the research area is adaptively reduced.
There are three controlled parameters to setup the search and evaluation environment:
(a) The limit is the number of cycle, during which one, each bee will search
for better food sources in its neighborhood. If the fitness is not improved
by then; the food source is abandoned.
(b) The NP, the number of colony size (employed bees + onlooker bees).
(c) MCN (Maximum Cycle Number) set up the number of time the sequence
of foraging will last.
These parameters are settled arbitrarily, and can influence the performances of the
algorithm significantly. But as an advantage, ABC has only three [18].
4.1 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performances of our method optimized through ABC, and the same
similarity evaluation method using LP (linear programming) through all the possible
solutions, enabling us to identify the optimal solution. During these experimentations
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we sttudy the perfo
ormances by m
modifying the numbers
of
o service clussters per cloud
d
services, while thee number of pparameters , of
and of
aree set to 10. Fo
or
up parameterss of ABC are
2 , Liimit=50, and
all thhe run, the setu
.

6 Computational time com
mparison for Similarity
S
evalluation using L
LP and ABC
Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.
7 Fitness com
mparison for S
Similarity evaaluation using LP and ABC
W conducted these experim
We
ments on a co
omputer equip
pped with an Intel Core i321000 3.10GHz pro
ocessor and 44GB RAM. Th
he machine iss running unde
der Windows 7
pro and
a Java 1.7.
W can easily remark that tthe LP method becomes un
We
nrealistic whille the problem
m
size is
i increasing (Fig. 6.). Thee computation
nal time is gro
owing exponeentially toward
d
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the number of possible solutions, whereas the ABC optimization offers a faster computation, especially for large scale problem.
However, the LP method consisting to browse all the solutions to match the optimal one presents the best fitness possible. While the problem size is increasing our
similarity evaluation ABC optimized shows a distance between its best fitness and the
optimal fitness (Fig. 7.). The discrepancy is linked to the number of
. Since
ABC is based on a probability selection process, it is impossible to define a sure value
of
according the problem inputs. Nevertheless, the CMfg system can train a
neural network aiming to define the best
. But of course,
has a strong
influence on the computational time.
Therefore, the advantage of our similarity evaluation ABC optimized is to scale
the computational time and the quality of the fitness evaluation, according to the
equipment restriction and / or quality fitness requirements.

5 Conclusion & Future work
The research work presented in this paper proposes a method to evaluate the similarity between service clusters and cloud services, to match the service cluster with the
highest similarity value, according to a set of definition (
and / or
). The ABC
optimization offers satisfying computational time for the proposed method.
However, this method has to be considered in the whole problematic of cloud service composition. As mentioned, this process represents the core value of the CMfg
system, enabling the creation of services and innovations. Therefore, the CMfg system has to select the best matches toward the functional parameters of the cloud services to manufacture, and also the non-functional parameter as QoSs, to satisfy the
demander’s requirements. In this purpose, our method represents an entry point to the
whole composition process, enabling to select the best service cluster. Thus, a strategy
concerning the evaluation of composite resource service within the same service cluster must be established. Since our method is mainly designed to insure the coordination among the requested inputs and outputs for a given cloud service, a strategy more
QoS-aware oriented will be a relevant point to ponder.
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